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ABSTRACT 
The MURA IBM 704 computer was used to study the properties of 
certain resonances of Hill Equations. The equations studied were those obtained 
by Laslett and Sessler as an approximation to the axial motion in spiral-ridged 
FFAG accelerators. It is found that the theoretical treatment of L and S provides 
a reasonably good approximation to the resonances of the Hill Equations . 
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PART I INTRODUCTION 
lIn a paper by Laslett and Sessler , three differential equations with 
periodic coefficients were treated in order to determine properties of the 
solutions in the neighborhood of certain instability regions (resonances). 
Two methods were employed: a variational calculation and a "smooth 
approximation." Both led to simila r results. These equations with the 
resonances of interest arose from problems connected with the design of 
a FFAG accelerator. In order to evaluate the validity of the predictions 
as compared with the resonances of the three differential equations, the 
equations were investigated on the MURA IBM 704 computer using the 
/'"""' 
2DUCK ANSWER program . In LS there is extensive comparison of theory 
with numerical calculations which simulate particles in an accelerator. 
The purpose of this present investigation was to separate the errors involved 
in obtaining the approximate differential equations from the errors imposed 
by the approxi.mate techniques used for solving the equations. 
Part II of this report contains a statement of the three linear differential 
equations together with a summary of the theoretical predictions. Part III 
contains tables and graphs which compare the computer output and the theory. 
L Laslett and Sessler, MURA- 263, rereafter referred to as LS. 




PART II THEORY 
1. Origin of the Equations 
For the differential equations which follow. regions of instability were 
of great concern relevant to the possible instability of particle trajectories. 
In these equations. the quantities ~A.A/'"' and tY are parameters 
associated with the machine. ~ and ~ are parameters associated with the 
motion of the particles in the radial and axial directions. and A~ is an 
appropriately defined amplitude of the radial motion near the beginning of 
the motion. 
2. Predictions of Resonance Properties 
In LS. the first. second and fourth resonances of (1) are treated by a 
variational calculation6 to obtain predictions of the boundaries of these 
resonances and the lapse rate 7 (a parameter describing the exponential rate 
r' 3. LS. P 9 
4. LS. p 16 
5. LS. p 26. 27 
6. LS. Appendix III 
7. LS. Appendix IV 
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of increase of the complete solution when it is unstable.) The first. second 
and fourth resonances of (1) correspond to machine resonances "%Ill-2~i -::. 00) 
<J 
and ~t tVJ l:' tV respectively. For convenience. 
reference will be made to these resonances by their machine designations. 
except that the second resonance of (1) will be denoted by :2Pt:.- 2"{J .... 0 (0.) 
The second resonance of (2) was treated using the smooth-approximation 
method8 , Since it also corresponds to the 2~ - Z~ : 0 resonance (but 
represents a better approximation to the equations of motion). it is referred 
to herein as ZY..r.z~,.. (){6) The resonance of (3) which corresponds to0 
r- the 2111(.0. Zvd:;Y machine resonance was treated by the variational method6. 
Both of these methods depend on the convergence of power series in 
~~~ W
P ;V 
and so it might be expected that as f increases. the approximation will be 
improved. 
The results of these treatments are summarized below9 : 
A. :f' + [a.-tb~/VS c~IV&~~K"& +dCrl-t{&Jj ::: 0 
1. 2/~ -.z~ l;, 0 resJo0nance 
"'J" = (~) - p2fbc. - d. * boundaries ... ")..N 3 
~o~ ~ (?:!!)'" ... ~'1? be r.,,( 
;l./V1> 
maximum lapse rate nepers / sector+ 
~"'~ ::: 
8. LS. Appendix V 
9. LS. P 61
* '#.1" ~ V"~	 when Co :'0(" 0 
+ N"sectors = ~ 11 radians 
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2. 2Y~ - 2"'~ --- 0 (a.-) resonance 
_1 "L c~ J..[~ ~.d]"L.

-PjO -::. P" ~ .... 3e ~ - 1'2. /IIJ ~~ 
boundaries 
maximum lapse rat~'""" ../ '!}f.:~.. 1"ll[j;. .. 5jf JJ/8,*# nepersI sector 
3. r~'" 2~ :::. AI resonance 





maximum lapse rate /""~ ;. .IQs8;(iP nepers / sector 
c. (-I {o. + hCA-d-tV& +c C#-tVlh,lft;ZtI.-& -rei~2-p'Kt9] d~ 0 
1. 2"Y1t" ZVd '= IV resonance ('zivt= IV- 27/,)~ - ~ .. ;;'~1)
 
boundaries (2~.)-: 0'-2V,)~ "" f. ~ ~) 
nlaximum lapse rate ..M -:.. ---:'7r;-. neperslsector. ..;;.c.-:"':"""-=-___ /~-l'l'tAoy - ;2.AI(IV-.z~~) 
Th.e equations A, Band C are somewhat more general than equations 
(1). (2) and (3). Their coefficients may be related by examination. 
It is of interest to note some qualitative featl.r es predicted for the resonance 
boundaries. In the cases AI, 3 and CI. the boundaries are predicted to be linear 
- 5 -
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functions of c (if d=cons.xc and b= cons.) and to have slop.es of equal magnitude, 
but of opposite sign\for any single resonance. On the other hand, it may be 
seen that in the cases AZ and BI the resonance boundaries are predicted to be 
parabolic, and that the instability region will tend toward lower ~CI values 
as c (or-e) departs from zero. Finally. it may be seen that one may expect the 
resonance on a plot of P'~ VS. c~ to be symmetrical with respect to c (:.,.q =o. 
3. Preparation of Equations for the Computer; Reduction of Data 
An example follows of how one of these equations (A) is translated into 
the computer program formZ. We have for A: ji.... [a..-+ bc.o-a..N8+c~#B~v~e+d~z/"e]1 ~ O. 
r- Let ;va'::lor. Then 
~tlo= -t-a.[a.~ bCH.t1: +d~ ~'t ] J - tv-~~n ~ ~1:J' 
If we let 
\ 
and ~:: f . we have the coupled equations 
(5a) 
From equation (1) we may evaluate the coefficients b. c and d of A 
in terms of the machine and motion parameters. 
We assume in this report that 
'"V1t :. I "> 
~ ~ 1'20 ) (6)(~ '/4-
IV -= .s-(/r- 8 . 
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The quantities 7J.. and A,. are varied through a and c to fix the pointjU 
of the stability diagrams at which the computer is to operate. The values 
of a are chosen from tables 10 and c is given values arbitrarily. 
If r is the solution to equations such as (5) and f I the first derivative 
of t ' it can be shownll that if the period of the coefficient is T ~ 
ULT-t So]) ::. (~l." (J'~cr /~~q-Xf!ep]J I Uot 90J - L ~ \l tlJ'4.V- (/-~ f [9,;](b (7) 
:: ( 
'f(BtJ)
M[eJ f'[9o) ) 
in which the 0( and f; are functions of ell' It may be shown that if go:' 0 
and the periodic coefficient of the differential equation is an even function, that 
0<=0 and (J =I since det M = 1. 
Thus in the cases of immediate interest we may write 
( f. ) ~ (CAXl-<r ~v)(fo)Ifl \-AAM\f ~rr fo' 
if we require that 
(8) 
Note that we then have that 
fLT\ ~ ~rfo -=-~v (9) 
~,.'A = ~o- • 
10. Laslett, Snyder and Hutchinson, "Tables for the Determination of Stability 
Boundaries and Characteristic Exponents for a Hill's Equation Characterizing 
r the Mark V FFAG Synchrotron. " 
11. M. Hamermesh, "The Alternating G.radient Synchrotron, p. 3-11." 
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The resonance boundaries are such that I~VI =l-1~ 
Since Ne:1-'t , if we integrate the equations (5) through 7~ A/1l 
we will have integrated them through e· 1-1T , or through one full period of 
the periodic coefficient. 
Because of the interpolation involved in using the tables, we may wish 
to obtain a check on the '11' from the computer output. If c =d =0 ,b i 0 
then A is a Mathieu equation with a periodic coefficient involving AlB. When 
we have integrated (5) through T::: N", ,we have passed through N periods 
of the Mathieu equation. It may be shown that the eigenvalues. of the M matrix 
in 7 are related to the exponential part of the Floquet solution, and that 
If we denote the Mll element for this "superperiod, II 2 #71" ,of the Mathieu 
equation. by ~L ' we have from the properties of Mll that 
Therefore, it follows that 
flO) 
Thus ~. may be checked readily from the output for c =d =0 
Also from the computer output. we may plot curves of ClXt-r v.5' ~~ for 
constant C*. From these curves, we may plot C VS zI(1 for constant 
~ r , thus obtaining part of a stability diagram. Where I~QI=J 
we find the resonance boundaries. 
* Note that to write "~lT'" " is only a convenient convention. II I~ ell 




.A means of comparing the predicted lapse rate and the computer output 
is afforded by noting that if ~ is the lapse ratell, 
( <P; ) :::: (~U A,),. Xf~-') ~e ~~!f;-I )f~ /17-1 u;der efn- I l~~-/J 
1 11In this e¢l...1.[. - Mll Mll = . 
After a little algebra, we obtain I (ud\T-e;V~ )f~-I-f;t1I2.efn-1 ~O 
/'1,., ~_I +(~v-e/Y~;PI1~' ~ O. 
From this it follows that (;"-1 and fY1~' are non-trivial if am only if 
Ce.Al~)l-_ 2~ veAl~-I-1 = O. 
r-' 
Solutions to this are 
e AI~ ::: ud.. rr::i:. ~Y-I 
If we set 
(11) 
where D is small, we have in the lowest order 
. \.f"ZA nepers (lla) 
~ :: ~ tt=unib 
..:. &~ nepers (lZb) 
2. N~ rad ofe 
. \{~ nepers (llc)
-=-~IV sector 
....!. (4343 G decades (lld) 
- - N sector 
ll. L. J. Laslett, private communication. 
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PART III. RESULTS 
1. Equation A 
1. 1 7/'1 -Z1l = 0 resonancej 
Figure I on page lOa shows the portions of the stability diagrams for this 
resonance. and the theoretical boundaries. It can be seen that the resonance 
as described by the computer tends to "bend" toward lower ~o as c increases. 
However, wh~n c .< I , the agreement is fairly good. 
Because of the "bending" it would be expected that lapse rate comparisons 
between theory and the output at the same "Jo would be rather poor. Perhaps, 
though, it is possible to compare the maximum theoretical and observed 
lapse rates at a given value of c, and thus at least get an upper limit on the 
lapse rate. This comparison is shown in Table I. 
TABLE I.  
MAXIMUM LAPSE RATES 
c Theoretical Observed 
0 0 0 
N=5 . 5 .0251 .0283 
1.0 .0503 .0540 
0 0 
N = 8 1 .0077 .0079 
0 
1. 43 .OUO .0125 
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------- Estimated from computer output 
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Thus the predicted maximum lapse rates agree fairly well with those 
observed, even when the "bending" has become pronounced. 
1.2 =O(a) :resonance211., - :27& 
The stability diagram and the theoretical resomnre boundaries are 
compared on figure 2 for this resonance. Again the agreement is beft in the 
region where c..c:. ( . 
The comparison of maximum lapse rates is given in Table 2. 
TABLE 2. 
MAXIMUM LAPSE RATES 
c Theoretical Observed 
0 0 0 
N = 5 1 .004147 
2 .01659 .0179 
3 .03732 .0379 
o o o 
.5 .00019 .00019 
N = 8 1 .00076 .00107 
2 .003030 .00340 
It can be seen that the theoretical and observed maximum lapse rates 
agree fairly well. 
- 11 -
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2.0 I I """""'" 
N=S 
I ~ 0 ' 
I 
\ 2.0 . ~  \ .....oc' -
C vs tJ,-
21/,-21!,=0(a) resonance 
---- From computer output 
Estimated from computllr 
---- - Theoretical resonance 
boundaries 




1.5 I I I "... '< I' \ \\ I 1 
c 
I. 5 I .,.\" I \H I 
1.0 I I I l'f \II \ ,,\ I '" I 1.01 1\1 \~UB 1 
0.5 0.5 
I I , ! , I II , , !o ' o I 'b, I .... ! 





L 3 -pi" ,1-;..-zl =N resonancea 
Figure 3 gives a comparison of the predicted and observed resonances. 
The agreement appears to be good. The maximum lap.se rates are compared 
below in Table 3. 
TABLE 3. 
MAXIMUM LAPSE RATES 
c Theoretical Observed 
0 0 0 
N = 5 .5 .0393 .0566 
1 .07854 .0976 
o o o 
N::: 8 .5 .0140 .0148 
1 .0281 .0292 
2. Equation B. 
2. I :z -V", - 2Pt = O(b) resonance 
Figure 4 gives the comparison between the observed and predicted 
stability diagrams. Table 4 on the following page compares the maximum 
lapse rates for the two cases. 
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a;,. -t1 (j"~ =21T 
---- Curves from computer output 
--- - - - Curves expected from compufer 


















































N=8c }IS 11.-2~-21=O(b)resonance 
---- From computer output 
- - - - - -- Eslimaled from computer 
--- - - Theorelical resonance 
boundaries 
2.0 r '" \ I ... t\ \ I 
I 5• I I '\, ~.  \ \ \n I 1.5 
~ ..e.-
1.0.--- I I V., HI ~ I 1.0 I I ..... U~  
. 5 I I I , \1 ~  i 
.51 I ~'''~  
o I I t 1 J, o I ! , , , 






MAXIMUM LAPSE RATES 
c Theoretical Observed 





1 .00157 .00165 
2 .00626 .0130 
o o o 
N =8 
· 5 .000096 .00006 
1 .00038 .00040 
2 .00153 .00169 
3. Equation C. 
3.1 2"Y:x-+ 2116 = N resonance 
The comparisons between the theoretical and observed stability 
diagrams for this resonance are shown in Figure 5. Table 5 compares the 
maximum lapse rates. 
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C V5 ~_ . 
2~"'2113=N  resonance 
----From computer output 
______ Estimated from computer. 
----- Theoretical resonance N=8N=5 boundaries 
2.0 I U \~ ! "'-  2.0 1 , .,, I I I i 
,
I , II 
I 
I 1'\ \ \ I 
I, 
\ 
.... ~ \~  
~ \e- I~  \)\ 
I \ II~ \\ \', I / I/.,J I I 1.5 
~  
1.5 - \, I JJ \ \ II <3\\" I ~c:::.* ::--\ 
a \ '0 f c ;!lo \-.., [,/~~  D 
\ , I ~~  
' ... 
/.0 I I 'l \', IiiI' I I I /.0 
.5 I I ~'I  I I I I 
.5 
o ' . ! A, I o,+ I , I 
/./ /3 1.5 /.7 2.8 3.0 3.2 
1A
-1- 11-Figure 5 
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TABLE 5 
MAXIMUM LAPSE RATES 
c Theoretical Observed 
0 0 0 
N=5 1. 03 .1086 .1265 
2.50 .2618 .2898 
o o o 
N =8 1. 25 .0492 .0433 
4.50 .1475 .1346 
4. Symmetry of the Resonances. 
Since the theoretical resonances boundaries are expected to be the 
same for both c o and c o in the cases we have studied, it is of 
interest to see if this is actually so. Tables 6 and 7 present computer 
output for the ""'~-lll~ = 0 resonance for c both positive and negative. It 
can be seen that the stability diagrams can not be expected to be precisely 
symmetrical across c = O. However, the differences in the cases observed 
1.8 small enough that one may neglect them without adding appreciably to the 






1.0 -1. 000162636 -1. 029531081 ~1. 036195832 
-1. 014714004 -.932906728 
C4401) (, 4650) (.4890) (.5175) (. 5588) 
. 5 -1. 004626060 -1. 006646643 -1. 008878232 -.999547078 ~.986546388 
(.4820) (.4850) C. 5007) (.5175) (. 5302) 
0 -.929922866 ~.986529735 -. 999999116 7". 982031441 ~.932475965 
(.4401) (.4736) (.5007) (. 5302) (. 5588) 
-.5 -1. 004624404 -1. 006644972 -1. 008876564 -.999545480 -.986544799 
r- (. 4820) (.4850) (. 5007) (. 5175) (. 5302) 
I 
-1. 0 -1. 000121750 -1. 029488231 -1. 036151120 -1. 014667437 -.932857743 
C.4401) (.4650) (.4890) (.5175) (. 5588) 
TABLE 7 
N =8 
1.0 -. 990861430 -1. 000668847 -1. 001935673 -1. 000269124 -.996177017 
(.4716) C.4878) (.4956) (.5050) (. 5130) 
. 5 -.995085970 -.999730700 -1. 000462038 -1. 000174618 ~. 998898711 
(04823) (.4934) (.4978) (. 5029) (0 5079) 
0 -.993843478 ~.998952554 -.999906563 -.999835290 -. 998769316 
(04823) (.4934) (.4978) (. 5029) (.5079) 
-.5 -.995086028 -.999730505 -1. 000461971 -1. 000174524 -.998898860 
(.4823) (.4934) (04978) (05029) (. 5079) 
"-
~1. 0 
-. 990861465 -1. 00.0008993- -1. 001935615 -1. 000269173 -.996176988 
(. 4716) (0 4878) (,4956) (. 5050) (. 5130) 
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5. Summary of the Results. 
The theoretical and observed stability regions have been found to be in 
reasonable agreement when C ~ I The disagreement becomes substantial 
as c increases above one. (The A-v parameter is on the order of c/lOO, or 
smaller.) Further, it has been found that while the resonances studied are 
not precisely symmetrical across c =0, they are nearly so. Comparison 
of the theoretical and observed maximum lapse rates has shown good 
agreement, even when c > 1. Finally, it appears that as rincreases, the 
agreement becomes better in all respects between the theory and the computer 
r output, as was expected. 
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